Accumulating evidence suggests that the neuropeptide oxytocin can enhance empathy 29 although it is unclear which specific behavioral and neural aspects are influenced, and 30
. Given that the amygdala has been specifically (Cox, et al., 135 2012; Leigh, et al., 2013) and critically (Hurlemann, et al., 2010) associated with emotional 136 facets of empathy, we expected that OXT's enhancement of EE would be accompanied by 137 altered regional activity and network level connectivity of the amygdala. Previous studies 138
reported increased as well as decreased amygdala activity and connectivity following OXT 139 (Domes, et To fully replicate the previous study on Caucasian participants (Hurlemann, et al., 2010) , 158 only males were recruited in the first experiment but both males and females were enrolled in 159
the second experiment to explore potential sex-dependent effects of OXT on empathy. 160 Experiment 1 (Exp 1) included 60 participants (M ± SD, mean age = 22.42 ± 2.23, all male) 161 and Experiment 2 (Exp 2) included an independent sample of 72 participants (34 females, 162 mean age = 21.18 ± 1.95, 38 males, mean age = 22.61 ± 2.01). Both experiments 163 incorporated a double-blind, between-participant design, with participants being randomly 164 assigned to receive either OXT or PLC nasal-spray, resulting in n = 30 (Exp 1) and n = 36 165 (Exp 2, female = 17) participants treated with OXT. The experimental groups in both 166 experiments were of comparable age (Exp 1, p = 0.53, T 58 = 0.63; Exp 2, p = 0.66, T 70 = -167 0.44), education (Exp 1, p = 0.66, T 58 = 0.44; Exp 2, p = 0.63, T 70 = -0.49) and, in Exp 2, of 168 equivalent sex distribution (chi-square < 0.001, df = 1, p = 1). Exclusion criteria for all 169 participants were past or current physical, neurological or psychiatric disorders, regular or 170 current use of medication or tobacco. 171 172
Participants were required to abstain from alcohol, caffeine or nicotine for at least 12 hours 173 before the experiment. None of the females in Exp 2 were taking oral contraceptives or were 174 tested during their menstrual period. Menstrual cycle phase was determined using validated 175 procedures as described in (Penton-Voak, et al., 1999) . The proportion of females estimated 176 to be in their follicular or luteal phases did not differ significantly between the treatment 177 groups (chi-square = 0.12, df = 1, p = 0.73). In Exp 1, one participant (in the OXT group) and 178 in Exp 2, three participants (in the PLC group) failed to understand task instructions and were 179 consequently excluded from all further analysis, leading to a total of n = 59 participants in 180
Exp 1 and n = 69 participants in Exp 2. 181 182
Before the experiment, written informed consent was obtained from all participants. options presented similar but distinct emotional states to ensure at least 70% accuracy for 225 each stimulus picture. For EED, participants were required to rate how they felt for the 226 protagonist in the depicted scene (1-9 scale, 1 = not at all, 9 = very strong), for EEI 227 participants were required to rate how much they were aroused by the scene (1-9 scale, 1 = 228 very calm, 9 = very aroused). 229 230
The different components of empathy were presented in a mixed event/block-design. 231
Following a 3 second(s) instruction cue and a jittered inter-trial interval of 3.9s (2.3-5.9s), 10 232 stimuli per block were each presented for 3s followed by either a choice of the emotion 233 depicted for the CE condition (displayed for 4 s) or a rating scale (1-9) for the EED and EEI 234 conditions (displayed for 5 s). Six blocks were presented for each condition, resulting in a 235 total of 18 blocks. The order of blocks was counterbalanced across the experimental 236 conditions, and the fMRI experiment was divided into 6 runs, each containing one block per 237 empathy component. During fMRI (Exp 2) electrodermal activity was simultaneously 238 acquired as an index of autonomic sympathetic activity (Stern, et al., 2001 ) (technical details 239 on the electrodermal data acquisition are provided in the supplementary materials). To allow 240 baseline recovery of the electrodermal signal a mean inter-trial interval of 5s (4-6s) and a 241 mean interval separating stimulus presentation and behavioral response of 4s (3-5s) was 242 adopted for the fMRI experiment. 243 244 2.4 fMRI data acquisition 245
The fMRI data in Exp 2 were collected using a GE ( College London, London, United Kingdom). The first five volumes were discarded to allow 258 T1 equilibration and images were realigned to the first image to correct for head motion. 259
Tissue segmentation, bias-correction and skull-stripping were done for the high-resolution 260 structural images. The functional time series were co-registered with the skull-stripped 261 anatomical scan and normalized to MNI space with voxel size of 3 mm 3 . Normalized images 262
were then spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with full-width at half-maximum 263 (FWHM) of 8 mm. On the first level, event-related responses were modelled and 264 subsequently convolved with the standard hemodynamic response function (HRF). The first 265 level design matrix included valence-(positive, negative) and empathy type-(CE, EED, EEI) 266 specific regressors for the viewing phases as main experimental conditions. In addition, 267 regressors for the cue presentation, valence-and empathy type-specific regressors for the 268 rating phases, and for viewing and rating phases of incorrect trials as well as the six 269 movement regressors were included. The experimental contrasts were next submitted to a 270 second level random effects analysis. 271 272
To evaluate empathy-type specific main and interaction effects of treatment and valence, 273 repeated-measured ANOVAs were employed in a flexible-factorial design. Based on our 274 regional hypothesis and the core empathy network Bonferroni-corrected (P < 0.05). An exploratory voxel-wise whole-brain analysis in SPM that 285 served to determine contributions of brain regions outside of the predefined network of 286
interest was thresholded at P < 0.05, corrected using the family-wise error (FWE) approach. 287
To analysis as seeds and implementing an empathy-type specific voxel-wise whole-brain 291
ANOVA approach including the between-participant factor treatment (OXT, PLC) and the 292 within-participant factor valence (positive, negative) thresholded at P < 0.05, FWE-corrected 293 at the cluster level. In line with recent recommendations for the control of false-positives in 294
cluster-based correction approaches an initial cluster forming threshold of P < 0.001 was 295 applied to data with a resolution of 3 × 3 × 3 mm (Eklund, et al., 2016; Slotnick, 2017) . 296
Parameter estimates were extracted from the significant regions to disentangle the specific 297 effects in post-hoc comparisons. Finally, associations between neural indices and trait autism 298 (ASQ scores) were conducted in SPSS using Pearson correlation analysis. 299 300
Results 301
In both experiments, there were no significant differences in trait and mood questionnaire 302 scores between OXT and PLC treatment groups (supplementary Table S1 for Exp 1, Table S2  303 for Exp 2). In line with previous studies in Chinese populations (Melchers et al., 2015; 304 Montag et al., 2017), no significant sex differences in ASQ and EQ scores were observed in 305
Exp 2 ( Supplementary Table S3 There were no significant differences in CE accuracy between the two treatment groups in 316 both experiments (Exp 1, OXT, 77.53% ± 6.02%, PLC, 78.94% ± 5.78%, T 57 = 0.92, p = 0.36; 317
Exp 2, OXT, 80.10% ± 6.18%, PLC, 81.57% ± 5.83%, T 67 = 1.02, p = 0.31). In Exp 1, there 318
was a main effect of treatment (F (1, 57) = 6.46, p = 0.01, η 2 p = 0.10) for EED indicating that 319
OXT generally enhanced EED (Fig. 1A ). There was no significant treatment × valence 320 interaction (F (1, 57) = 0.96, p = 0.33, η 2 p = 0.02). Analysis of EEI did not reveal a treatment 321 main effect (F (1, 57) = 2.19, p = 0.14, η 2 p = 0.04) or valence × treatment interaction effect (F 322
(1, 57) = 3.16, p = 0.08, η 2 p = 0.05). 323 324
Consistent with the findings for EED in Exp 1, Exp 2 also yielded a significant main effect of 325 treatment on EED (F (1, 67) = 5.81, p = 0.02, η 2 p = 0.08) with higher ratings following OXT 326 compared to PLC (Fig. 1B) . There was also a significant valence × treatment interaction (F (1, 327 67) = 4.18, p = 0.05, η 2 p = 0.06) with more pronounced effects of OXT on negative compared 328 to positive valence stimuli (positive: F (1,67) = 1.68, p = 0.2, η 2 p = 0.02; negative: F (1, 67) = 329 9.96, p = 0.002, η 2 p = 0.13). For EEI there was also a significant main effect of treatment (F 330
(1, 67) = 4.84, p = 0.03, η 2 p = 0.07) but no treatment × valence interaction (F (1, 67) = 2.02, p 331 = 0.16, η 2 p = 0.03). For CE, there were neither significant main effects nor interactions (F 332
(1,65) = 0.80, p = 0.37, η 2 p = 0.01). In Exp 2, no significant main or interaction effects 333 involving sex were observed (all ps > 0.18) arguing against sex-dependent effects of OXT on 334 empathy. 335 336
Associations between behavior and trait autism 337
In Exp 1, there was a trend towards a negative correlation between the ASQ score and the 338 total EED and EEI scores in the OXT group (ASQ Total: EED r = -0.47, p = 0.09; EEI r = -339 0.37, p = 0.19) but not the PLC group (EED r = 0.319, p = 0.18; EEI r = 0.17, p = 0.48). The 340 correlation significantly differed between the PLC and OXT groups for EED (Fisher's z = -341 2.13, p = 0.03) although not for EEI (Fisher's z = -1.43, p = 0.15). In Exp 2, there was a 342 similar pattern of correlation differences between EED and EEI scores and total ASQ scores, 343
although these associations did not reach statistical significance other than for EED under 344
OXT (EED -PLC r = 0.03, p = 0.85, OXT r = -0.34, p = 0.04, Fisher's z = 1.53, p = 0.13; 345
EEI -PLC r = 0.03, p = 0.85; OXT r = -0.28, p = 0.09, Fisher's z =1.29, p = 0.20). 346
Regression plots are shown in Fig. 2 and suggest that OXT is producing its main behavioral 347 effects in participants with lower autism traits. 348 349
Dose-dependent effects between Experiments 1 and 2 (24 IU vs 40 IU) 350
Dose effects were explored by combining the data from male participants in Exp 1 (24 IU) 351 and Exp 2 (40 IU). (1,47) = 10.19, η 2 p = 0.18; EEI: p = 0.02, F (1,47) = 5.74, η 2 p = 0.11, both interactions with 358 valence > 0.38, non-significant, Fig. 3 ), but no effects on CE (Main effect: p = 0.15, F (1,47) 359 = 2.19, η 2 p = 0.05; Interaction: p = 0.9, F (1,47) = 0.02, η 2 p < 0.001). These findings suggest 360 that the MRI-environment per se increased EE, an effect possibly related to elevated levels of 361 stress during the MRI assessments, which would be in line with a previous study reporting 362 that stress-induction specifically increased EE, but not CE in the MET (Wolf, et al., 2015). 363
The environmental differences and potential interactions with OXT preclude the 364 interpretation of dose-related differences between the experiments. 365 366
3.4 Oxytocin effects on SCR 367
One participant was excluded from SCR analysis due to low skin impedance and thus a total 368 of 68 participants from Exp 2 were included. Analyses of the SCR data paralleled the 369 analyses of the empathy ratings, using ANOVAs with the between-subject factors treatment 370 (OXT, PLC) and sex (male, female), and the within-subject factor valence. There was a 371
marginal main effect of treatment on SCR during EED trials and significant during EEI trials 372 (EED: F (1, 66) = 3.77, p = 0.06, η 2 p = 0.05; EEI: F (1, 66) = 4.50, p = 0.04, η 2 p = 0.06), but 373 not during CE trials (F (1, 66) = 2.14, p = 0.15, η 2 p = 0.03). This was due to SCR responses 374 being increased in the OXT group during EE and EEI trials (Fig. 4 ). There were no 375 significant main effects of valence or treatment × valence or treatment × sex interactions for 376 CE, EE or EEI trials (all ps>0.2). 377 378
3.5 Oxytocin effects on neural activity 379 1 0
In view of the absence of sex-dependent effects in the behavioral analysis, and to increase the 380 statistical power to determine OXT effects on the neural level, the data from male and female 381 participants were pooled for the fMRI analyses. Four further participants were excluded from 382 the fMRI analysis due to excessive head motion (head motion > 3 mm). The neural 383 mechanisms underlying the behavioral effects of OXT were initially explored in the different 384 priori ROIs (amygdala, insula and ACC) using separate repeated measures ANOVAs for the 385 three empathy (CE, EE and EEI) conditions. Main treatment effects were only observed in 386 the amygdala (Fig. 5A) for EED (left amygdala: F (1,63) = 6.55, p = 0.01, η 2 p = 0.09; right 387 amygdala: F (1,63) = 5.18, p = 0.03, η 2 p = 0.08). There were no significant main effects for 388 CE or EEI or any treatment × valence interactions for CE, EED or EEI. An exploratory whole 389 brain analysis revealed no regions that showed significant treatment-dependent changes 390 under CE, EED or EEI (all P FDR_corrected > 0.05) outside of the prior defined ROIs. 391 392
3
.6 Oxytocin effects on functional connectivity 393
Repeated measures ANOVA models in SPM that included the between-subject factors 394 treatment (OXT, PLC) and sex (male, female) and the within-subject factor valence (positive, 395 negative) revealed a significant Treatment × Valence interaction effect for EED-associated 396 functional coupling of the right amygdala with the bilateral insula and the bilateral PCC (left 397 insula peak located at x/y/z, -33/6/-15, P FWE = 0.02, cluster size = 143 voxels; right insula 398 peak located at 45/18/-12, P FWE = 0.03, cluster size = 121 voxels; left PCC peak located at -399 30/-33/30, P FWE = 0.003, cluster size = 213 voxels; right PCC peak located at 21/-36/33, P FWE 400 = 0.01, cluster size = 149 voxels; coordinates given in MNI-space). Extraction of parameter 401 estimates further revealed that OXT increased functional connectivity for positive valence 402 stimuli whereas it decreased connectivity for negative valence ones (left insula: positive, F 403
(1,61) = 10.52, p = 0.002, η 2 p = 0.15, negative, F (1,61) = 3.86, p = 0.05, η 2 p = 0.06; right 404 insula: positive, F (1,61) = 3.34, p = 0.07, η 2 p = 0.05, negative, F (1,61) = 5.53, p = 0.02, η 2 p 405 = 0.08; left PCC: positive, F (1,61) = 4.34, p = 0.04, η 2 p = 0.07, negative, F (1,61) = 5.67, p = 406 0.02, η 2 p = 0.09; right PCC: positive, F (1,61) = 8.00, p = 0.006, η 2 p = 0.12, negative, F (1,61) 407 = 5.48, p = 0.02, η 2 p = 0.08) (Fig. 6 ). 408 409
Associations between neural and SCR effects of OXT and behavioral and autism 410 trait scores 411
There was a significant positive correlation between EED scores and bilateral amygdala 412 responses in the PLC group (left r = 0.49, p = 0.004; right r = 0.35, p = 0.04) which was 413 absent in the OXT group (left r = 0.005, p = 0.98; right r = -0.007, p = 0.97). The correlation 414 difference between the PLC and OXT groups was significant for the left (Fisher's Z = 2.05, p 415 = 0.04) but not the right (Fisher's Z = 1.43, p = 0.15) amygdala (Fig. 5B ). There was no 416 correlation between left or right amygdala responses with total ASQ scores. 417
For the functional connections showing OXT effects for EED in terms of a treatment × 418 valence interaction, coupling strength between the right amygdala and left insula during 419 positive valence EED trials was positively correlated with the total ASQ in the PLC group 420 (total ASQ -r = 0.40, p = 0.02,) but not in the OXT group (total ASQ -r = -0.22, p = 0.22, 421
Fisher's Z = 2.50, p = 0.01; Fig. 7A ). OXT particularly appears to increase the strength of 422 right amygdala functional connections with the insula in individuals with lower ASQ scores, 423
although only for positive valence EED. The strength of link between the right amygdala and 424 left PCC during negative valence EED trials was positively correlated with the total ASQ 425 score in the PLC group but not the OXT, although the difference between the groups was not 426 significant (total ASQ -PLC r = 0.36, p = 0.04; OXT r = 0.15, p = 0.41; Fisher's Z = 0.85, p 427 = 0.39; Fig. 7B ). There were no significant correlations between SCR values and ASQ scores 428 during either EED or EEI trials (all ps > 0.41). 429 430 431  432 The present study confirmed in two independent samples that intranasal OXT specifically 433
Discussion
facilitates EE but not CE as assessed by the MET paradigm in Chinese participants, thereby 434
replicating previous findings in Caucasian participants (Hurlemann, et al., 2010) . Our 435 findings also demonstrated for the first time that the OXT-induced enhancement of EED is 436 associated with decreased bilateral amygdala reactivity and enhanced functional coupling of 437 the right amygdala with the insula and PCC for positive valence stimuli but attenuated 438 coupling for negative valence stimuli. These behavioral and neural effects were not 439 modulated by subject sex, suggesting a generalization across men and women. Finally, an 440 exploratory analysis of associations with trait autism revealed that both behavioral and neural 441 effects of OXT were modulated to some extent by trait autism scores. 442 443
Although many studies have reported cultural differences between Asian and Caucasian 444 participants in the context of OXT receptor polymorphisms and empathy (Jessica, et study cohort, whereas in Caucasian participants we found that females scored significantly 460
higher than males for both positive and negative valence stimuli (Hurlemann, et al., 2010) . 461
Thus, it is conceivable that in Caucasian females the effects of OXT in the MET might not be 462 as pronounced as in males. The absence of an effect of OXT on CE in the MET contrasts 463 with reports using other paradigms, notably the reading the mind in the eyes test (RMET) 464 (Domes, et al., 2007b; Feeser, et al., 2015) . However, the robustness of these findings has 465 been questioned by another study which failed to replicate them even when taking into 466 account both item difficulty and valence (Radke and de Bruijn, 2015) . Moreover, there are 467 also notable differences between the MET and RMET with the images in the MET including 468 more complex natural scenes and emotions conveyed by multiple cues (face, body posture 469 and context) whereas in the RMET emotions are only interpreted from pictures of eye regions 470
and are also often more subtle. Thus, OXT can facilitate CE in some contexts, particularly 471 with cues restricted to eyes, but not in others where multiple cues are present. Additionally, 472
and in contrast to previous studies, we measured SCR responses during trials involving the 473 three empathy components and OXT only increased the SCR in EE and not CE trials. Thus, 474
OXT enhancement of EE is paralleled by increased physiological arousal not only in EEI 475 trials (where participants are asked to score how aroused they are by the stimulus picture) but 476 also in EED trials (where they are scoring the strength of their feelings towards to protagonist 477 in the picture). 478 479
In line with the specific, and critical contribution of the amygdala to emotional, rather than 480 cognitive aspects of empathy (Hurlemann, et al., 2010) , OXT's enhancement of EE was 481 accompanied by a reduction of associated amygdala activity. Exploratory analyses revealed 482 that EED scores were positively associated with the magnitude of amygdala responses during 483 positive valence trials in the PLC group, whereas this association was absent under OXT, 484
possibly reflecting an enhancement of amygdala processing efficiency. While some previous 485 studies found that OXT specifically reduced amygdala responses to negative emotional 486 stimuli (Gamer, et al., 2010; Kirsch, et al., 2005) , the suppression of EED-associated 487 amygdala activity was observed irrespective of valence. A similar pattern of OXT-induced 488
valence-independent suppression of amygdala activity has previously been suggested to 489 reflect reduced uncertainty of a social stimulus which in turn motivates approach behavior 490 (Domes, et al., 2007a) . In line with this interpretation, the valence-independent EED-491 associated amygdala suppression may reflect that OXT's approach-facilitating properties 492
(Arakawa, et al., 2010) promote EE regardless of whether the emotions expressed by the 493 protagonist are positive or negative, which is also in line with a rodent study reporting an 494 overall reduction of amygdala EEG power following OXT (Sobota, et al., 2015) . Other 495 studies have found that OXT's modulation of amygdala responses dependent upon sex (Gao, 496 et al., 2016 and it is generally considered that the salience of cues as well 497
as their context may play an important role in determining OXT's effects (Shamay-Tsoory  498 and Abu-Akel, 2016). In the present study, neither sex nor valence influenced amygdala 499 reactivity. This possibly reflects the fact that both salience and context are broadly similar for 500 EE responses in the two sexes. 501 502
OXT also differentially altered the functional connectivity between the right amygdala and 503 bilateral insula in a valence-dependent manner. In EED trials, the strength of the functional 504 connectivity between the right amygdala and insula following OXT was significantly 505 increased during positive valence stimuli but decreased during negative ones. A few previous 506 studies have also reported OXT effects on functional connectivity between the insula and 507 amygdala (Gao, et al., 2016; Hu, et al., 2015; Rilling, et al., 2012; Striepens, et al., 2012) and 508 these two regions are key hubs of the brain salience network (Uddin, 2015) . Thus, in the 509 current context OXT may have acted to increase the salience of both positive and negative 510 valence stimuli during EED trials by differentially altering the functional connectivity 511 between the amygdala and insula. Rilling et al., (2012) have also previously suggested that 512 the stronger the functional coupling between amygdala and insula, the more able the 513 amygdala is to elicit subjective feeling states in response to salient social stimuli. 514
The effect of OXT on increasing functional connectivity between the right amygdala and 515 bilateral PCC for positive valence stimuli and decreasing it for negative ones in EED trials 516 may similarly reflect a modulatory influence on salience processing. A previous study has 517
reported that OXT enhanced functional connectivity between amygdala and PCC during 518 exposure to infant laughter ), suggesting that it increased the incentive 519 salience of infant laughter. In our current study, the consistent patterns of functional 520 connectivity changes elicited by OXT for positive and negative valence stimuli for amygdala 521 functional connectivity with the insula and PCC may indicate that these three regions 522
comprise an integrated network mediating valence-dependent OXT effects. 523 524
Both the behavioral and neural effects of OXT were modified to some extent by trait autism 525 scores, as measured by the ASQ. In both experiments OXT tended to produce a negative 526 correlation between EE and ASQ scores, whereas this correlation was absent in the PLC 527 group. However, this effect of OXT only achieved significance in Exp 1, which included only 528 male participants, and indicates that increased EE scores were more evident in individuals 529
with lower ASQ scores. For the neural associations functional connectivity between the 530 amygdala and insula was positively associated with total ASQ scores for positive valence EE 531 trials in the PLC group, but this was absent in the OXT group. This indicates that OXT 532 effects on functional connections between the right amygdala and left insula (for positive 533 valence stimuli) were also strongest in individuals with lower ASQ scores. Thus overall, 534
while both behavioral and neural OXT effects on EE were modified by ASQ scores, the 535 extent to which these findings represent support for possible therapeutic use in ASD remains 536
unclear. Indeed, a recent study on OXT enhancement of behavioral and neural responses to 537 affective touch also reported stronger effects in individuals with lower ASQ scores (Scheele,  538 et al., 2014). 539 540
There are several limitations which should be acknowledged in the current study. Firstly, we 541
were unable to directly compare behavioral and neural responses during the MET task in 542
Caucasian as well Chinese participants, so we cannot totally exclude the possibility that some 543 cultural differences in response to OXT during empathic processing may exist. Secondly, we 544 only investigated effects using the MET paradigm and it is possible that OXT effects on CE 545 as well as EE would have been found using other paradigms. Lastly, the absence of sex-546 differences in OXT effects in the current study might have been contributed to by our 547
Chinese male and female participants exhibiting similar EE scores, in contrast to Caucasian 548 participants (Hurlemann, et al., 2010) , and also similar ASQ scores. 549 550
In summary, in the current study we have shown that in the MET paradigm, OXT enhances 551 EE but not CE in Chinese participants, similar to Caucasian ones, and additionally that this 552 occurs in female as well as male participants. Furthermore, we have shown for the first time 553 that this EE effect of OXT is associated with decreased amygdala responses and differentially 554 altered functional connectivity between the amygdala and insula and PCC for positive and 555 negative valence stimuli. Finally, we have shown that both behavioral and neural effects of 556
OXT are modified to some extent by trait autism scores, although behavioral and functional 557 connectivity effects were strongest in individuals with lower scores. 558 559 560
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